We present a new method for generating a G n -surface from a triangular network of compatible surface strips. The compatible surface strips are given by a network of polynomial curves with an associated implicitly defined surface, which fulfill certain compatibility conditions. Our construction is based on a new concept, called bubble patches, to represent the single surface patches. The compatible surface strips provide a simple G n -condition between two neighboring bubble patches, which are used to construct surface patches, connected with G n -continuity. For n ≤ 2, we describe the obtained G n -condition in detail. It can be generalized to any n ≥ 3. The construction of a single surface patch is based on Gordon-Coons interpolation for triangles.
Introduction
The present paper describes a new methodology for generating a G n -surface from a triangular mesh given by a network of curves with an associated implicitly defined surface, called compatible surface strips. Our method is a multipatch scheme, which is one of the main approaches for constructing a smooth surface from a triangular or quadrilateral mesh (cf. [4, 12] ). The fundamental idea of this approach is the construction of single surface patches, pieced together with G n -continuity, which define the desired G nsurface. A survey of this concept is presented in [17] . The amount of existing literature on this topic is large; some references are [6, 7, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20] .
Based on the multi-patch approach, several methods for constructing a G n -surface, which interpolates a given network of curves, have been developed (cf. [9, 14, 15, 24] ). In general, a mesh of curves has to fulfill certain compatibility conditions, especially at the vertices, to be feasible for G n -interpolation. For instance, [10, 11] describe geometric constraints on a network of curves which have to be satisfied for the case of G 1 and G 2 -smooth surfaces. A method for generating a smooth triangular (rectangular) surface from given three triangular (four rectangular) surface patches is presented in [21, 22] . The construction is based on a generalization of the Gordon-Coons interpolation.
In [8] , Hahn describes an algorithm for filling k-sided polygonal holes with quadrilateral surface patches, meeting at a common vertex. The single surface patches are generated with the help of Cordon-Coons interpolation in such a way that they are joined with G n -continuity. The main difference to our approach consists in the fact, that Hahn's construction uses an explicitly constructed diffeomorphism between neighboring patches in order to satisfy the G n -conditions. Consequently, the construction of a single patch depends on the neighboring patches. The choice of the Hermite boundary data for one edge defines already the data for all other edges. Moreover, the construction is not perfectly symmetric, since the cross boundary derivatives are always specified on one side of the edges.
The novelty of our method consists in the use of a network of compatible surface strips instead of a network of curves. Starting from a triangular network of compatible surface strips, we generate a triangular spline surface with G n -continuity, interpolating the given curves of the compatible surface strips. Moreover, we do not need to specify the diffeomorphism between neighboring patches, since the G n -conditions are specified as contact between implicit and parametric surfaces.
Our method is based on a new type of surface patches, called bubble patches, for representing the individual surfaces. The use of these surface patches provides a simple and natural way to define free-form surfaces over triangular meshes and possesses several advantages. The construction of a single patch is simple and independent of the neighboring patches. In addition, it works uniformly for triangular meshes with vertices of arbitrary valency. Consequently, modifications of the connectivity of the mesh only affect those patches that are actually modified. The resulting surfaces are piecewise rational with G n -continuity. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we introduce some basic definitions. In particular, we introduce the idea of a triangular network of compatible surface strips, which is a network of polynomial curves with an associated implicitly defined surface, fulfilling certain compatibility conditions. A possible construction of a suitable network is presented in Appendix B.
Section 4 describes a new methodology, called bubble patches, for representing triangular surface patches. In Section 5 we use the compatible surface strips to describe a simple G n -condition between two bubble patches. This provides a simple method to generate Hermite boundary data of the patches, which guarantees G n -continuity between two neighboring patches.
Section 6 describes the construction of C n -bubble patches by using Gordon-Coons interpolation for triangles. This interpolation scheme is a well known tool for generating a smooth function, interpolating the given Hermite boundary data and is summarized in Appendix A. Section 7 presents several examples of generated G 0 , G 1 and G 2 -surfaces and verifies their smoothness with the help of reflection lines. Finally, we conclude the paper.
Surface strips
We explain the concept of a surface strip of order n along a curve, which is a standard concept in classical differential geometry.
3 a smooth parametric curve. A surface strip of order n along the curve p is as an equivalence class of all surfaces through the curve p having a contact of order n along this curve.
More precisely, we describe a surface strip of order n along the curve p, depending on a parametric or implicit representation of the surfaces, as follows.
• Parametric representation of the surfaces: A surface strip of order n ≤ 2 is an equivalence class of all parametric surfaces containing the curve p (n = 0), having the same tangent planes (n = 1) and the same normal curvatures (n = 2) along the curve p. A surface strip of order n = 0 along the curve p is simply described by the curve p. A surface strip of order n = 1 is the curve with associated tangent planes. These planes can be described by specifying the first derivative vector of the parametric surfaces across the given curve (the first cross-boundary derivative).
A surface strip of order n = 2 is the curve with associated tangent planes and curvature information. The curvature information can be described by specifying the second derivative vector of the parametric surfaces across the given curve.
• Implicit representation of the surfaces: A surface strip of order n is an equivalence of all implicitly defined surfaces containing the curve p (n = 0), having -possibly after a rescaling of the surfaces -the same gradients (n = 1) and the same Hessian matrices (n = 2) along the curve p.
A surface strip of order n = 0 along the curve p is simply the curve p. A surface strip of order n = 1 is the curve with associated gradient information along it, specifying the tangent plane. A surface strip of order n = 2 is the curve with associated gradient information and Hessian matrices along the curve. For both representations of the surfaces, a surface strip of order n along the curve p can be seen as the curve p with the truncated Taylor expansions of order n of the parametric/implicit surfaces along the curve. Clearly, the truncated Taylor expansions have to satisfy certain compatibility conditions for the curve.
In the case of parametric surfaces, the derivatives of the surfaces along the given curve have to agree with the corresponding derivatives of the curve, and the mixed derivatives of the surfaces have to agree with the corresponding derivatives of the previously specified cross-boundary derivatives. Thus, for each order of smoothness, one additional vector field of cross-boundary derivatives can be specified.
Similar compatibility conditions are presented in the case of strips defined by implicitly defined surfaces. For instance, in the case n = 1, the specified gradient vectors of the implicitly defined surface have to be orthogonal to the tangents of the curve. Similar conditions can be derived for higher values of n, simply by differentiating the composition of the parametric representations of the curve and the implicitly defined surface through it with respect to the curve parameter.
Triangular network of compatible surface strips
Let n ∈ Z + 0 and let M be a triangular mesh, given by vertices v ∈ V and edges e = (v, w) ∈ E with v, w ∈ V , where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set of the mesh. In addition, we consider a smooth implicitly defined surface F = {z ∈ R 3 : f (z) = 0} satisfying f (v) = 0 for v ∈ V . For each edge e = (v, w) of the mesh, we consider a boundary curve p e : [0, 1] → R 3 with p e (0) = v and p e (1) = w of the form p e (t) =L e (t) +h e (t)Ñ e (t), (1) whereL e andÑ e are the linear interpolants L e (t) = (1 − t)v + tw of the vertices and
of the associated normals, respectively. Moreover, the functionh e : [0, 1] → [0, 1], which is assumed to be a polynomial function satisfyingh e (0) =h e (1) = 0, specifies the deviation of the mesh from the corresponding edge of the mesh.
Clearly, the curves of this form are fairly special, since they have to be contained in the bi-linear ruled surfaces that are generated by the linear interpolants of points and normals. We consider this special class of curves only, in order to be compatible with the triangular bubble patches which will be introduced in the next section.
We will construct the boundary curves and the implicitly defined surface F such that the surface contains the boundary curve p e , i.e.
f (p e (t)) = 0 for t ∈ [0, 1]. In order to construct a G n -smooth interpolating bubble spline surface we need to evaluate the first n derivatives of F along the boundary. Consequently, we do not need to have a closed-form representation of f at all points in R 3 . Instead, we only specify how to evaluate the derivatives of F along the curve. This can be done in such a way that the surface F is compatible with the network of curves.
The curve p e with the implicitly defined surface Fwhich is represented by its truncated Taylor expansion of order n at all points of the curve -is referred to as a compatible surface strip of order n for the edge e, and the network of boundary curves p e with the implicitly defined surface is called a network of compatible surface strips. More precisely, the network of compatible surface strips for n ≤ 2 can be interpreted as follows.
• Case n = 0: It is simply the network of boundary curves.
• Case n = 1: It is the network of boundary curves with the associated gradients of the function f along the curves.
• Case n = 2: It is the network of boundary curves with the associated gradients and Hessian matrices of the function f along the curves.
A construction leading to a network of compatible surface strips is described in Appendix B.
Triangular bubble patches
We introduce a new concept, called bubble patches, for representing surface patches on triangles with given vertices and normals. This provides a simple and natural way to obtain free-form surfaces from triangular meshes.
Let T be the standard domain triangle defined by
with the vertices v 1 = (0, 1), v 2 = (1, 0) and v 3 = (0, 0). We define a surface B : T → R 3 on the triangle T as follows
where L and N are linear interpolants, given by In our case, where the construction starts with a network of compatible surface strips, the normals n v , n w and n x are given by the gradients of the implicitly defined surface, evaluated at the vertices,
respectively. An example of a bubble patch on a triangle is shown in Fig. 1 . A bubble patch B is generated by selecting points on a special 2-parametric family of lines, see Fig. 2 . These lines are obtained by combining the linear parametrization of the triangle with the linear interpolation of the normal vectors at the vertices. Consequently, the parametrization of the surface is uniquely determined by this family of lines.
The regularity of a bubble patch can also be guaranteed with the help of this parametrization. If the three boundary normals do not deviate too much from the normal of the triangle, and if the values of the bubble function are not too large, then the bubble patch will be regular.
Bubble patches are in close relation to the underlying triangular mesh. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of the mesh and the points on the surface. In addition, it is easy to bound the distance. The distance between a bubble patch B and the corresponding triangle T of the mesh M can be bounded by
Strip-compatible bubble patches
We use a network of compatible surface strips to describe a simple construction for a G n -smooth spline surface composed of triangular bubble patches. The idea is to construct bubble patches which have a contact of order n with the implicitly defined surface F along the boundary curves. This provides a simple method to generate Hermite boundary data ∂
and
for i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. By interpolating these data we are then able to guarantee G n -continuity between neighboring bubble patches.
Our construction of a G n -smooth spline surface consists of the following two steps. At first we generate for each triangle Hermite boundary data (3) and (4) of the bubble function h. This step is described in the remainder of this section. In the second step we construct the single bubble patches by applying Gordon-Coons interpolation to the generated Hermite boundary data; see Section 6. Now we describe the first step of our construction. We consider a bubble patch B and a compatible surface strip given by the curve p e and the implicitly defined surface F , such that p e is a boundary curve of B. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the case B(t, 0) = p e (t).
A contact of order n between the patch B and the surface F along the curve p e is described by the contact condition
for i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n} with i + j ≤ n. Since equation (5) is satisfied, we have
and condition (6) is trivially satisfied for j = 0. Moreover, we also have h(t, 0) =h e (t). Depending on the order n of contact, the condition
for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} provides the Hermite boundary data
Contact of order
By combining this observation with
we obtain the first partial derivative ,
.
Contact of order s ≥ 3:
We compute the partial derivative ∂ s ∂v s h(u, v) v=0 by using condition (8) and the previously computed partial derivatives ∂ j ∂v j h(u, v) v=0 of the bubble function for j ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1}.
The fulfillment of the contact condition (6) follows directly from the conditions (7) and (8) . Consequently, the bubble patch B possesses a contact of order n with the implicitly defined surface F along the curve p e .
By describing analogous G n -conditions for the boundaries B(0, t) and B(t, 1 − t), we obtain the remaining Hermite boundary data of (3) and (4) .
Since the bubble patch B has a contact of order n with the implicitly defined surface F along the boundary curves which are contained in the surface F , the Hermite boundary data (3) and (4) fulfill the condition
for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} at the vertices v k with k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Condition (9) is called the twist compatibility condition and is needed for applying Gordon-Coons interpolation to construct a C n -bubble patch B; see Section 6 and Appendix A. Condition (6) provides a simple method to construct Hermite boundary data (3) and (4) for an arbitrary value of n, which guarantees G n -continuity between two neighboring bubble patches. Only a few linear equations need to be solved to get the Hermite boundary data of one patch. Another advantage of this approach is that the generation of the Hermite boundary data is perfectly local, i.e., it is entirely independent of the computation performed for the other patches. In addition, this method works uniformly for vertices of arbitrary valency.
Construction of bubble patches
In the previous section we explained how to generate Hermite boundary data (3) and (4) of the bubble function h, which ensures G n -continuity between two neighboring patches. By using Gordon-Coons interpolation for triangles, we can construct from the generated Hermite boundary data C n -bubble patches, which are connected with G n -continuity. Gordon-Coons interpolation for triangles is a transfinite interpolation scheme which generates from the given Hermite boundary data a smooth function, interpolating this boundary data (cf. [1, 2, 3, 5] ). The main concept of this interpolation scheme is similar to the Gordon-Coons method for rectangles (cf. [4, 12] ) and can be summarized as follows. v 2 ) be the edges of the standard triangle T. For i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3} with i = j = k = i, we denote by P i the operator, which Fig. 3 . The three operators P 1 , P 2 and P 3 which perform Hermite interpolation parallel to the edgesē 1 ,ē 2 andē 3 , respectively.
performs Hermite interpolation parallel to the edgeē i , using Hermite boundary data, given for the edgesē j andē k ; see Fig. 3 . By combining the three operators we obtain an interpolation operator, which generates a smooth function, interpolating the given boundary data. By applying this procedure to the Hermite boundary data (3) and (4) of order n we obtain a C n -bubble function h, and hence a C n -bubble patch B. Moreover, the bubble patches are all rational surfaces, which are pieced together with G n -continuity. In order to make this paper self-contained, Appendix A summarizes the general concept of the Gordon-Coons method of degree n in detail and present explicit formulas for n = 0 and n = 1.
The generated bubble surfaces are rational, but their degree is generally so high that an evaluation in closed form does not appear to be of much use. Thus, there are two possibilities to use our construction.
First, one may use the bubble patches as a procedural definition for a surface, where each point of the surface can be evaluated by following the evaluation path determined by the construction. Each step in the construction requires solely standard arithmetic operations, hence the evaluation can be performed easily and derivatives can be obtained, e.g., by using tools such as automatic differentiation.
Second, one may generate low degree approximations (e.g. using spline functions) for the Hermite boundary data. If this approach is taken, then we obtain bubble patches which are spline surfaces of low degree. We have used this approach in our current implementation. The functions specifying the Hermite boundary data along the curves are represented by standard cubic splines. This leads to spline surface patches of degree (5, 5), (7, 7) and (9, 9) for n = 0, n = 1 and n = 2, respectively.
Clearly, the surfaces which are obtained in this way are only approximately G n -smooth, since an approximation step is performed. However, there exists a precise mathematical model of an exactly G n -smooth surface. If the level of smoothness turns out to be too low, then one can easily improve the accuracy of the cubic spline approximation used to represent the Hermite boundary data. Only onedimensional spline fitting procedures are needed for this task.
Examples
We present several examples of generated G 0 , G 1 and G 2 -surfaces, see Fig. 4 . These surfaces are interpolating the given curves of the triangular networks of compatible surface strips. A network of compatible surface strips is obtained by using the construction method in Appendix B. Fig. 4 shows only the vertices and edges of the different triangular meshes that were used to generate the networks of compatible surfaces strips. We use reflection lines, which is a well known tool for verifying the resulting geometric continuity (cf. [23] ), to demonstrate the smoothness of the surfaces.
We can observe, that all resulting surfaces have the required geometric continuity. In the case of G 1 and G 2 , all reflection lines of the surfaces are at least G 0 and G 1 , respectively. In the examples of the tube and of the rotated horse shoe, it is clear to see that the resulting G 0 and G 1 -surfaces are only G 0 and G 1 , respectively, but not smoother. In addition, we can observe that the order of geometric smoothness has nothing to do with the aesthetic appeal of the resulting surfaces. A possible attempt to fair the surfaces could be a different choice of the implicitly defined surfaces at the vertices of the mesh in the first step of the construction of a suitable network of compatible surface strips; see Appendix B.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a simple method for constructing a G n -surface from a triangular network of compatible surface strips, which is a network of curves with an associated implicitly defined surface.
Summing up, our construction scheme works as follows. For each triangle we generate a single surface patch, represented by a new methodology, called bubble patch. Thereby a single surface patch is constructed with the help of triangular Coons interpolation in such a way that the patches are connected with G n -continuity. This is achieved by generating Hermite boundary data of the bubble patch for the Gordon-Coons method, which ensures the desired G ncontinuity between the patches. For this we use the compatible surface strips to describe a simple G n -condition between the patches, which provides the suitable Hermite boundary data. Our algorithm is explained for n ≤ 2 in detail and several examples are presented.
The advantages of our method are as follows. Our construction is local and simple and works uniformly for meshes of arbitrary valency. The resulting surfaces are piecewise rational surface patches, which are pieced together with G n -continuity. By using low degree approximations (e.g. splines) for the Hermite boundary data we obtain (spline) surface patches of low degree. The method can be extended to quadrilateral and mixed triangular and quadrilateral meshes with vertices of arbitrary valency. An example from a quadrilateral mesh is shown in Fig 5. As a possible topic for future work, we are currently trying to derive a geometric subdivision scheme from our construction, by sampling points and Hermite data from the constructed surface. The use of a globally defined implicit representation could provide a new and promising approach to verify the smoothness of the obtained limit surfaces, which does not require local parametrizations and can deal uniformly with vertices of any valency.
k,j (t) t=l = δ i,j δ k,l for j ∈ {0, . . . , n} and l ∈ {0, 1}.
A general construction scheme of the Gordon-Coons method of degree n for generating a C n -function h : T → R is as follows:
∂s j h(r, s) (r,s)=(u,v) for i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Consider the given Hermite boundary data
for i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, satisfying the twist compatibility condition (9) .
(ii) For a function g : T → R, define the operators P 1 , P 2 and P 3 as
Cube Bar Tube Rotated horse shoe Rotated horse shoe and
where the indices for g indicate differentiation and
(iii) Then the function h is given by
for any choice of i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} with i = j, where the Boolean sum operator P i ⊕ P j is given by
The fulfillment of the twist compatibility condition (9) for the vertex v k for k ∈ {1, 2, 3} with i = j = k = i is sufficient for applying the interpolant (A.1); see [2, Theorem 2.1]. An example of an interpolant (A.1) is
for which the explicit formulas for n = 0 and n = 1 are presented in Subsection A.2 and A.3, respectively (cf. [2] ). Clearly, the interpolant (A.1) is not symmetric. According to [2] , a more symmetric interpolant can be obtained by averaging interpolants (A.1).
[2, Theorem 2.4] describes similar interpolants, which do not need the twist compatibility condition (9) to be satisfied. Instead, they need some additional assumptions concerning the Hermite boundary data (3) and (4).
A.2. Gordon-Coons interpolation of degree 0
The Boolean sum operator (P 1 ⊕ P 2 )h(u, v) is given by
where
A.3. Gordon-Coons interpolation of degree 1
The explicit formula of the Boolean sum operator (
Appendix B. Construction of a triangular network of compatible surface strips
We explain the construction of a triangular network of compatible surface strips from a triangular mesh of given vertices and associated normals. For this, we consider the triangular mesh M with vertices v ∈ V , edges e = (v, w) ∈ E with v, w ∈ V . In addition, we assume that we have for each vertex v ∈ V an associated normal n v . The construction of a network of compatible surface strip of order n consists of three steps, described in the following subsections.
B.1. Construction of implicitly defined surfaces at the vertices
At first, we generate for each vertex v ∈ V an associated implicitly defined surface F v = {z ∈ R 3 : f v (z) = 0} of degree m, given by its truncated Taylor expansion
is the gradient and H(v) is the Hessian matrix of the function f v at the vertex v. Conceptually, we consider f v as the Taylor expansion of a globally implicitly defined surface F = {z ∈ R 3 : f (z) = 0} about the vertex v. Therefore we can refer to g(v) and H(v) as local gradient and local Hessian matrix at v, respectively.
A possible construction of the function f v is as follows. We generate for f v a function of degree m f v (x, y, z) = r,s,t∈Z
2) with c r,s,t ∈ R. Now we compute the unknown coefficients c r,s,t by solving the minimization problem min cr,s,t
subject to the constraints (B.1) and (B.2), where Ω i (v) is the i-ring neighborhood of vertices of v and ω w is the user specified weight for the vertex w in the i-ring neighborhood Ω i (v). The implicitly defined surface F v will be used in the following subsections to describe the local behavior of the desired compatible surface strips at the vertex v. Therefore, the choice of the implicitly defined surfaces at the vertices influences the shape of the resulting surfaces.
B.2. Construction of boundary curves
As the next step, we construct for each edge e = (v, w) a curve p e of the form (1), having a contact of order 2n with the implicitly defined surfaces F v and F w at the vertices v and w, respectively, which specifies the functionh e .
In detail, we chooseh e as a polynomial of degree 4n + 1 in the Bernstein-Bézier representation, i.e. are the Bernstein polynomials of degree 4n+1 and d i ∈ R. To get the functionh e , we compute a boundary curve p e which possesses a contact of order 2n with the implicitly defined surfaces F v and F w at the vertices v and w, respectively, i.e. 3) lead to a system of linear equations for the coefficients d i of the functionh e . Moreover, the contact of order 2n of the boundary curve with the implicitly defined surfaces guarantees that the twist compatibility condition (9) is satisfied.
B.3. Construction of compatible implicitly defined surfaces along the boundary curves
Finally, we generate a family of implicitly defined surfaces F q = {z ∈ R 3 : f q (z) = 0} of degree n along each boundary curve p e . For a point q = p e (t) on the boundary curve, the function f q is given by f q (z) = g(q)
T · (z − q)
only for n≥1
only for n≥2 + . . . , where g(q) is the local gradient and H(q) is the local Hessian matrix of the function f q at the point q. This family of surface is generated in such a way that it is compatible with the curve p e and with the implicitly defined surfaces F v and F w at the vertices v and w, respectively. This is achieved by simply projecting the Taylor expansions obtained by Hermite interpolation into the linear subspaces which are defined by the compatibility conditions. We explain this construction step for n ≤ 2 in detail, but it can be generalized to any n ≥ 3, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
The function f q is determined by zero for n = 0, by the local gradient g(q) for n = 1, and by the local gradient g(q) and the local Hessian matrix H(q) for n = 2. As already described before, the local gradients (and the local Hessian matrices) have to be compatible with the boundary curve p e , which means that the boundary curve needs to have a first (and second order contact) with the function f q along the boundary curve, i.e. and ∂ ∂t g(p e (t)) = H(p e (t)) · ∂ ∂t p e (t) (B.7)
for the local gradients and for the local Hessian matrices, respectively. The computation of the local gradients for n ∈ {1, 2} and the local Hessian matrices for n = 2 works as follows.
